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Ekin Face is a face detection
and analysis system that
recognizes faces with high
accuracy, ensuring continuous
safety at public or private areas.

Face Recognition
Ekin Face, captures all the faces in the field of view, compares them with the database
and submits the similarity rate for the matched faces. It makes real-time inquiries via live
image, image archive, data base or user uploaded images, and identifies the wanted
or specified persons with the high accuracy.

Face Analysis
Due to its advanced face analysis feature, Ekin Face searches based on gender, age,
or being in groups. Even if there is not an enrolled image in the database, the system
reaches the closest results for wanted person. For instance; Ekin Face lists all women
in red, all men groups of three or all women under thirty according to its set filters.
Thus, with the advanced face analysis feature, Ekin Face lists possible time zones,
images and videos that the wanted or specified person was appeared in.

Why Ekin Face?

Instant Alarm
Ekin Face detects people that are on black or whitelists and warns the user
by generating an audio or visual alarm notification on its application. The system finds
all information about the detected suspicious person by searching in the archive for its
last actions. Detailed information is obtained including if the suspicious person has even
been in a specified area at a certain time or an accomplice's identity, if any. Besides,
the coordinates of the suspicious person can be found by looking through real-time
images. Thus, suspicious, guilty, or wanted people even the human eye can miss
can be detected, and appropriate actions will be taken in time.

High Accuracy
Besides the face recognition from real-time images, Ekin Face also detects faces
by searching through archived videos. Ekin Face provides reliable and high-accuracy
results even in crowded areas, recognizing multiple faces simultaneously.

Wide Range of Applications
Ekin Face is an ideal solution for dynamic environments such as border gates, airports,
mass transportation centers, shopping malls, stadiums, or campuses. In these areas
with an intense flow of people, Ekin Face operates real-time identification at the
highest level and ensures public safety.

Easy Integration
Ekin Face works as a stand-alone application as well as being a part of the existing
surveillance systems and all Ekin solutions. Also, Ekin Face can be integrated with third
party surveillance systems. Thus, it is possible to turn an existing system into a system
capable of face recognition without any extra infrastructure costs.

Entrance and Exit Control
Ekin Face supports toll gates, barriers or doors to work integrated with facial
control and provides access for only specified people. With the adjustable
time zone feature, accessibility can be extended or limited for specified time
periods such as nights or weekends.
Besides, all Ekin Face solutions communicate with each other even if there are
too many entrance points and creates a wide communication network.
Thus, the system prevents unwanted entrances to specified areas and
provides safety at the highest level.

Functions
Captures and analyzes faces immediately through real-time or archived images
Detects multiple faces simultaneously in crowded areas
Searches filtered through real-time or archive images
Analyzes according to specified filter such as age, gender or being in groups
and lists results accordingly
Lists potential time zones including suspicious person's face detection
Analyzes and matches the captured faces with existing databases
and ensures the identification
Real-time identity checks from the database to find wanted or specified people
and generate alarms accordingly
Real-time inquiries through real-time images, databases, image archives,
and images uploaded by users
Creates statistical data based on demographics such as age and gender
Searches based on gender, age, or being in groups and suggests the closest faces
for the specified person, even if there is no matching face in the database

TECHNICAL FEATURES
FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION
High accuracy rate

√

Quick response

√

Real time image transferring

√

Real time identity check

√

Simultaneously multiple face recognition

√

Night and day face recognition

√

Flexible list management including white and

√

black list
Gender and age estimation

√

Detection of being in grups

√

Entrance and exit control

√

Face recognition through live images or

√

archive images
Route tracking for specified persons

√

Filtered searching based on gender, age

√

and dress color

DYNAMIC DATA MANAGEMENT
Backup recording

√

Failover support between the servers

√

Load balancing between the servers

√

Smart data aging

√

Bandwidth optimization

√

SMART ALARM MANAGEMENT
Wanted person detection

√

Area entrance and exit detection

√

Instant data sharing with database

√

Instant alarm

√

Sms and e-mail notifications

√

CENTRAL SOFTWARE
Central management

Ekin Face and all safe city and traffic
systems are managed from a single point.

Adding and removing systems as modular

√

Unlimited camera support

√

Platform-free structure

Windows, Linux

ONVIF

√

Multicast streaming

√

Authorization

Admin, Supervisor, Users

Easy note attachment

√

Mosaic streaming

Different systems can be viewed
on the same screen.

Instant screen size setting

√

Mobile control

Apple IOS, Android and Windows Phone

Multiple database support

√
3rd party database and software or

Integration

national inquiry services integration
Automatic updating

√

Log recording

√

Mapping based on user roles

√

Mapping based on camera authorization

√

Time based authorization

√

System configuration through remote access

√

Multi-layered and interactive map support

√

Active map display of all devices

√

GPS and map integration

Camera location information

For more information: Ekin.com

LEGAL PROTECTION: Patent pending. All rights of this document and the content, products, visuals of products, texts, software and other materials
contained in this document belong to Ekin and the same are protected under IP rights (patent, trademark, design and copyright) by Ekin as well.
Product is designed in a manner that neither Ekin nor any unauthorized third party can access to the records and data obtained by this product.
The responsibility for the usage of this product in accordance with the terms of the personal data protection laws and relevant legislation as well as
storage, handling, usage, process of the records and data obtained by the Product, in accordance with the terms of the personal data protection
laws and relevant legislation belong to the user of the Product. The user of the product is also responsible for notifying the owners or relevant
parties of the personal data and, for obtaining required permission from them. You may distribute this document however referring to, reproducing
and copying this document and any material thereon without the written permission of Ekin are prohibited.
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Mobile Products

Fixed Products

Ekin Patrol G2
Ekin Bike Patrol

Ekin Spotter
Ekin Box Spotter

Ekin Micro Spotter
Ekin Discreet Patrol
Ekin In-Car Patrol

Ekin.com

